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Across

1 Goes round 

Florida getting 

desserts (7)

5 Allegation that 

cricket club in 

Australia hit cover 

off ball (7)

9 Detective leaves 

parts of Yorkshire 

in circles (5)

10 Can accountant 

back boss in a 

crisis (it's 

advisable)? (1,4,4)

11 Archbishop said 

he built a cricket 

ground (4)

12 Travelling fast 

without large East 

German before 

getting rigid (9)

15 Doctor I don't 

know married 

emperor's clothing 

salesman (7)

18 Where to dry up 

for an audience (7)

19 Sid's six hundred 

promissory notes 

(7)

20 Arrives to back 

some organised 

ironworkers (5,2)

21 Actor's job: use 

bike to ensnare 

German bird (9)

23 I'm surprised 

about dad's deep-

sea fish (4)

27 Listening 

carefully, musical 

backing contains 

camp element (9)

28 Wood program left 

paper out (5)

29 Eccentric queen 

for a day showing 

frailty of age (7)

30 Works instead of 

punching 

amphibians (7)

Down

1 Working group 

surprisingly 

revolted by bird 

(6,4)

2 Victor loses first 

point near the 

centre (5)

3 We leave bottom 

missing (4)

4 Aimlessly moves 

pale ship around 

(5)

5 Huge fight as 

writer wears tatty 

warm coat (6,3)

6 Flyers locally 

represented by 

Driscoll (5,5)

7 Used Hank's 

strange Scottish 

weapons (5-4)

8 Boy with 

unknown woman 

(4)

13 Prestige of one 

person left inside 

church (10)

14 Oddly for redneck, 

he has space for 

one among his 

birds (6,4)

16 Wasting hours, 

searched around 

daily, having no 

plan (9)

17 Bucolic nature of 

reportedly 

decaying 

population centre 

(9)

22 It's amazing 

someone gutted 

jackasses (5)

24 Very good to get 

up in a light plane 

(5)

25 Servant 

unconscious after 

seeing master (4)

26 Maybe Gordon 

gets up and misses 

second part (4)


